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Bridge to Social
Studies’ Didactic
Proposal
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The contents that are presented in each chapter favor the
incorporation of students into social, economic and productive life,
and prepare them to face society’s challenges. We aim to ensure
that students are exposed to educational experiences that best
enable them to act in a rational and critical way. This new project
promotes strategies that help create citizens with the knowledge,
skills and attitudes that are capable of contributing to the social
processes they are meant to experience. Finally, the Bridge to Social
Studies series aims to awaken in students an interest in knowing
and analyzing the changes that have occurred in their family,
community, Puerto Rico and the world, as well as recognizing the
importance of these as part of their historical heritage.

Est

The Bridge to Social Studies series is a project whose purpose is to
provide the educational community with a space for growth, with
particular attention paid to the key ideas for 21st century education.
One of the approaches in this series is for students to build their
knowledge. This way, students will be able to put into practice the
four pillars of education: learning to know, learning to do, learning to
live together and learning to be.
To achieve these pedagogical objectives, the series was designed
in a way that includes a greater amount of activities that allow
for the practice and application of knowledge. Thus, we manage
the development of skills that seek lifelong learning. On the other
hand, we also emphasize civic education, the development of
entrepreneurship skills and education in values via problem
solving.
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Society is constantly changing and, students change with it as
well. To be successful, educational proposals must respond to new
needs that emerge from contexts so different from those we knew as
students or as teachers in training. Nowadays, thanks to theoretical,
scientific and technological advances, teachers have new resources
and tools that allow them to promote learning that is profound, of
high caliber and, above all, necessary for the 21st century.
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An Initiative for
Entrepreneurial Development

Entrepreneurship involves the development of skills and attitudes that promote the integral formation of
students. “Entrepreneurship is defined as the competition that results from the mobilization of skills and
attitudes that jointly enable the creation of initiatives, the implementation and development of a project
or the achievement of a personal and/or social goal.” (Rodríguez Osés, et al., 2014)
The entrepreneurship concept has two aspects: the generic and the specific. The generic aspect refers
to that which serves for different purposes and to all individuals. Whereas, the specific aspect only relates
to everything that is connected to the business world. The Bridge to Social Studies series’ proposal
emphasizes the generic aspect, but also includes activities that promote the business aspect as well.
The training of students for entrepreneurship is one of this project’s key objectives. This training promotes
in students the preparation for a working and professional world that is constantly changing. The
activities and workshops that are included in Bridge to Social Studies focus on the presentation of a
problem, the search for solutions and the execution of these. Through these activities students develop
the following skills and attitudes:

Abilities:

Attitudes:

•

Decision making

•

Creativity

•

Communication

•

Commitment

•

Persuasion

•

Patience

•

Teamwork

•

Confidence

•

Leadership

•

Leadership

•

Planning

•

Initiative

•

Organization

•

Innovation

•

Work with mistakes, among others.

•

Improvement, among others.

These skills and attitudes favor the development of empathetic and assertive leaders who can
communicate effectively with the ability to relate to their environment and to work as a team. This way, we
seek to contribute to the formation of our children with the objective of developing a society composed of
capable, creative, innovative and autonomous individuals.

Information taken and translated from Rodríguez Osés, J.E., Dalmau Torres, J.M., Pérez-Aradros Muro, B.,
Gargallo Ibort, E. y Rodríguez Garnica, G. (2014). Educar para emprender. Guía didáctica de educación
emprendedora en Primaria. Logroño: Universidad de la Rioja, 94 pp.
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21st Century Skills: How Do We
Achieve Their Teaching and
Acquisition in the Classroom?

The 21st century skills are summarized in learning and innovation skills; information, media and
technology skills; and life and professional skills. But how do we achieve their teaching and acquisition
in the classroom? First of all, in order for our students to develop these competences it is imperative that
the student has the opportunity to participate in a learning process that focuses on collaborative work
and problem solving. The transmission of learning has proven to be an ineffective strategy, which is why
it should be the student, with the direction of the teacher, who builds up and upon their learning. “[T]he
studies have shown that students acquire new skills better when they develop great meta-cognitive skills,
when they objectively reflect upon the new concepts learned and when they integrate that information
with the knowledge and skills they already have.” (Scott, 2015)
On the other hand, it is essential for students to know these skills, to know when they are putting them into
practice and, above all, to understand why it is important to develop them. The 21st century skills go far
beyond promoting and enhancing the use of technology in the classroom. The development of these
competences requires that autonomy and creativity be promoted in students. These skills are geared
towards working in new types of jobs and fostering critical analysis, technological learning, teamwork,
appropriate communication through different means, problem solving in a creative way, and working
effectively with the flow of information.
The integration of all the components that make up the Social Studies series provides the teacher with
the material necessary to achieve the teaching and acquisition of 21st century skills in the classroom.
Through the planning and teaching process, the Bridge to Social Studies series provides teachers with
the tools that allow them to develop meaningful and relevant learning experiences for our children. The
content, practice exercises, workshops, special sections, assessments, projects, worksheets, and activities
suggested in the Teacher’s Edition are aimed at encouraging the student to be the architect of their
learning. This way, teachers find instruments in the series that will allow them to evaluate and follow up on
students’ academic achievement.

Information taken and translated from Scott, C.L. (2015). “El futuro del aprendizaje 3 ¿Qué tipo de
pedagogías se necesitan para el siglo XXI?” Investigación y Prospectiva en Educación. UNESCO, París.
[Documentos de Trabajo ERF, No. 15].
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Curricular
Curricular Profile
Profile
Topics

Curricular Profile

Puerto Rico Core Standards

1. History and Methodology

4. Identity

• CC.5.1

• IC.5.1

2. Historical Research

5. Our Memory

• CC.5.7

• IC.5.2

3. Historical Sources

6. Perception and the Study of History

Notes for lesson planning

Earth Science: The Perception of Time
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Concepts

Each chapter provides the
teacher with the information
needed for lesson planning. The
curriculum profile includes the
topics discussed in the chapter,
the concepts, the skills that are
worked on during the activities,
and the learning objectives. It
also includes alignment with
Puerto Rico Core Standards.

• history

• secondary source

• historian

• identity

• hypothesis

• historical memory

• investigation

• perception

• historical sources

• subjectivity

• primary source

Skills

• Classify

• Identify

• Define

• Describe

• Mention

• Investigate

Objectives

• Explain who a historian is and what he or she does.
• Describe how history is constructed.

• Identify what resources are used in historical research.
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Chapter
Chapter 1:
1: Learning
Learning about
about History
History
Opening

Team Teaching

1. Have students mention an activity they did

3. Talk with students about how their stories

yesterday that they enjoyed doing. Once
everyone has mentioned an activity they
enjoyed, explain that this event is now part of
their history.

Develop the following activity with the English
teacher. Students will write a free topic essay
on their history. In the first paragraph, students
have to write about who they are, where they
come from, where they live, and what they like
to do. In the second paragraph, students must
write about the events that have affected their
lives the most and their relationship with their
social environment. These can be events that
have happened in their community, family,
school, sports events, or any other environment
that they are part of.

can impact others and/or how their stories
are affected by social events that happen
simultaneously. Encourage students to react
and talk about the impact of social events on
their actions and vice versa.

2. Explain that all of the events they mentioned

4. Have students reflect on the events that have

are part of their individual histories because
they happened in the past (yesterday). Tell
them that today’s actions are events that will
be added to their histories.

happened today (present) and how tomorrow
they will be part of their history.

Finally, in the third paragraph students must
write about how they expect their story to
develop. The paragraph’s narration can be
done based on future plans they already have
or events they would like to carry out so they
can be part of their history.

Development

1. Choose one student and have them

react to the themes that will be
studied throughout this chapter. Have
students point out which one grabs
their attention.

2. Ask students what is the importance of
being able to know what happened in
the past. Encourage them to develop
conversation on how the present can
be affected by what has happened in
the past.

3. Ask and discuss the following
questions:

a. How can you know your past?
(Through history.)

b. How can you let others know your

Content Page

When students finish their essays, they will be
corrected based on writing and grammar rules
that have been studied in the English class.

The Teacher’s Edition content
provides the teacher with
suggestions for:

Closure

1

1. Show students an old family photo.

Provide information about the birth
date and other significant details
of the family members shown in the
picture. Ask:

a. When do you think the photo was
taken? What year?

1. opening activities, to activate
prior knowledge.

b. What do you thinks has happened

to the people and objects over the
years?

Learning
Learning about
about
History
History

c. Why do they change?

2. Explain to students that past events

Why
Whydo
dowe
westudy
studyhistory?
history?Imagine
Imaginewaking
wakingup
upone
oneday
day
with
withno
nomemories
memoriesof
ofyour
yourlife
life—everything
—everythingyou
youknew
knewabout
about
your
yourlife
lifeisisgone.
gone.You
Youwould
wouldnot
notbe
beable
ableto
toanswer
answercertain
certain
questions,
questions,such
suchas:
as:What’s
What’smy
myname?,
name?,What
Whatdo
doI Ilike
liketo
to
do?,
do?,Who
Whoare
aremy
myfamily?
family?or
orWho
Whoare
aremy
myancestors?
ancestors?You
You
would
wouldlack
lackaapast,
past,or
orrather,
rather,you
youwould
wouldlack
lackaahistory.
history.

that have affected them shape their
history, just like everyday events in
society shape our country’s history.

2. development activities, to
build upon the learning.

history? (By publishing it.)

c. Why is history important to you?
(It helps us know the past and
understand the present.)

Review
Review

1.
1. What
Whatisishistory?
history?

2.
2. What
Whatdo
doI Iknow
knowabout
aboutmy
mypast?
past?

3.
3. What
Whatrole
roledoes
doesmemory
memoryplay
playininour
ourlives
livesand
andthose
thoseof
ofothers?
others?

Think
ThinkAbout
AboutItIt

1.
1. Who
Whoare
arehistorians?
historians?What
Whatdo
dothey
theydo?
do?
2.
2. How
Howisishistory
historyrecorded?
recorded?

3.
3. Which
Whichresources
resourcesare
areused
usedininhistorical
historicalresearch?
research?

10
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3. closure activities, to
assess and reinforce the
achievement of indicators.
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11 Checking

Understanding

Assessment
Assessment

3.
3. Complete
Complete each
each sentence
sentence according
according to
to what
what you
you studied
studied about
about historical
historical sources.
sources.

1.
1. Match
Match the
the definitions
definitions to
to the
the correct
correct concepts.
concepts.

a.
a. Letters,
Letters, newspaper
newspaper articles
articles and
and sales
sales receipts
receipts are…
are…

Activities and Workshops

The Teacher’s Edition includes the answers to the
activities found on textbook pages, as well as
including suggested activities for the development
of workshops.

b

An
An untested
untested explanation
explanation for
for an
an event
event or
or an
an idea.
idea.

a.
a. history
history

f

An
An order
order of
of events.
events.

b.
b. hypothesis
hypothesis

a

Field
Field of
of study
study dedicated
dedicated to
to reconstructing
reconstructing and
and
interpreting
interpreting past
past events.
events.

c.
c. historical
historical source
source

e

Collection
Collection of
of lifestyles
lifestyles and
and customs
customs of
of aa people.
people.

d.
d. identity
identity

c

Any
Any sort
sort of
of material
material that
that helps
helps us
us understand
understand the
the past.
past.

e.
e. culture
culture

d

Collection
Collection of
of traits
traits in
in an
an individual
individual or
or aa group
group of
of people
people
that
that characterize
characterize them
them to
to others.
others.

written source

b.
b. An
An interview
interview recording
recording isis considered
considered a…
a…

oral source

c.
c. The
The ruins
ruins of
of aa temple
temple with
with its
its decorations
decorations and
and artifacts
artifacts are…
are…
material source

4.
4. Look
Look for
for information
information on
on history’s
history’s auxiliary
auxiliary sciences.
sciences. Choose
Choose three,
three, write
write down
down their
their
Answers may vary
names,
names, and
and explain
explain their
their functions.
functions.

f.f. chronology
chronology

2.
2. Investigate
Investigate events
events related
related to
to your
your school:
school: its
its establishment,
establishment, expansion,
expansion,
accreditations,
accreditations, etc.
etc. Put
Put together
together aa chronology
chronology including
including five
five of
of these
these events.
events.

a.
a.

::

b.
b.

::

c.
c.

::

5. Read
Read the
the following
following information.
information. Underline
Underline the
the content
content according
according to
to the
the color
color key.
key.
5.
Historian
Historian

Hypothesis
Hypothesis

History’s Protagonists
Protagonists
History’s

AAfew
fewyears
yearsago,
ago,over
overaahundred
hundredmen
menand
andwomen
womenknown
knownas
asthe
theAyoreo
Ayoreoleft
lefttheir
theirvillage
villagein
inthe
the
jungles
junglesof
ofParaguay.
Paraguay.According
Accordingto
tothe
thenewspapers,
newspapers,they
theysettled
settledin
inSan
SanAntonio,
Antonio,aavillage
villagewest
westof
of

a.
a.

Asunción.
Asunción.AArenowned
renownedprofessor
professorof
ofParaguayan
Paraguayanhistory,
history,Taranco
TarancoJavier
JavierGómez,
Gómez,maintains
maintainsthat
that

Answers may vary

the
theindigenous
indigenouspeople
peoplemoved
movedto
tothe
thefarming
farmingvillage
villageof
ofSan
SanAntonio
Antonioin
insearch
searchof
offood
foodand
andbetter
better
opportunities.
opportunities.Taranco
TarancoGómez
Gómezinterviewed
interviewedthe
theAyoreo
Ayoreopeople
peopleseveral
severalmonths
monthslater.
later.

b.
b.

¿Que
¿Que aprendí?
aprendí?

c.
c.

II Understand
Understand

d.
d.

1.
1. Why
Why isis itit important
important for
for us
us to
to learn
learn about
about our
our history?
history?

e.
e.

2.
2. What
What isis the
the connection
connection between
between history
history and
and identity?
identity?
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In addition to these activities, the guide also includes didactic suggestions to enrich teaching and
student learning.
Chapter 1: Learning about History
Opening

Team Teaching

1. Have students mention an activity they did

3. Talk with students about how their stories

yesterday that they enjoyed doing. Once
everyone has mentioned an activity they
enjoyed, explain that this event is now part of
their history.

Develop the following activity with the English
teacher. Students will write a free topic essay
on their history. In the first paragraph, students
have to write about who they are, where they
come from, where they live, and what they like
to do. In the second paragraph, students must
write about the events that have affected their
lives the most and their relationship with their
social environment. These can be events that
have happened in their community, family,
school, sports events, or any other environment
that they are part of.

can impact others and/or how their stories
are affected by social events that happen
simultaneously. Encourage students to react
and talk about the impact of social events on
their actions and vice versa.

2. Explain that all of the events they mentioned

4. Have students reflect on the events that have

are part of their individual histories because
they happened in the past (yesterday). Tell
them that today’s actions are events that will
be added to their histories.

happened today (present) and how tomorrow
they will be part of their history.

Finally, in the third paragraph students must
write about how they expect their story to
develop. The paragraph’s narration can be
done based on future plans they already have
or events they would like to carry out so they
can be part of their history.
When students finish their essays, they will be
corrected based on writing and grammar rules
that have been studied in the English class.

Development

Closure

1

1. Choose one student and have them

1. Show students an old family photo.
Provide information about the birth
date and other significant details
of the family members shown in the
picture. Ask:
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react to the themes that will be
studied throughout this chapter. Have
students point out which one grabs
their attention.

Team-teaching: Following an integrative perspective, this
strategy encourages the development of a professional learning
community through the union of two or more teachers for
lesson development. This way, the teaching-learning process is
strengthened.

2. Ask students what is the importance of
being able to know what happened in
the past. Encourage them to develop
conversation on how the present can
be affected by what has happened in
the past.

a. When do you think the photo was
taken? What year?

b. What do you thinks has happened

to the people and objects over the
years?

Learning about
History

3. Ask and discuss the following

c. Why do they change?

2. Explain to students that past events

Why do we study history? Imagine waking up one day
with no memories of your life —everything you knew about
your life is gone. You would not be able to answer certain
questions, such as: What’s my name?, What do I like to
do?, Who are my family? or Who are my ancestors? You
would lack a past, or rather, you would lack a history.

questions:

a. How can you know your past?
(Through history.)

b. How can you let others know your

that have affected them shape their
history, just like everyday events in
society shape our country’s history.

history? (By publishing it.)

c. Why is history important to you?

Review

(It helps us know the past and
understand the present.)

1. What is history?

2. What do I know about my past?

3. What role does memory play in our lives and those of others?

Think About It

1. Who are historians? What do they do?
2. How is history recorded?

3. Which resources are used in historical research?

10
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History and Methodology
Opening

Professional Development

1. Write the word history on the board.

c. What activities do you enjoy doing in your

Encourage students to share what they
understand about this concept. Allow enough
time for several students to share their
opinions. Then explain to students that each
human being is unique, has a unique story,
and that this story is created with the events
and actions that we carry out.

Professional Development: With a focus on the professional
development of teachers, this section includes information of a
disciplinary or methodological nature. The objective is to offer
recommendations, resources, and practical information to
strengthen the training of 21st century students.

born? (Individual response)

questions. Have them identify possible reasons
as to why they were born in this country, and
not in another one. Ask them for possible
reasons for their choices in favorite foods and
their parents’ and grandparents’ origins. Allow
students enough time to react and share their
ideas.

2. Have students answer the following questions
in their notebooks:

a. In what country where you born in?
(Individual response)

b. What is your favorite food? (Individual

4. Encourage students to share how their

response)

ancestors’ stories have shaped their stories.

Closure

1. Foster a respectful discussion between
students by asking: How does history
help us understand who we are?

1. Ask:
a. What does history helps us learn?

Chapter 1: Learning about History

History and Methodology

1

b. Why is it important to study history?

To begin their research, historians seek the greatest
possible amount of data. For example, historians first get
a hold of primary and secondary sources, such as books,
newspaper articles, photos, and testimonies, as well as
other sources. Then, historians arrange and link all of the
gathered data to formulate their hypothesis.

2. Write historian on the board. Have

students write it down in their
notebooks and have them add three
concepts that they believe are related
with the word historian. Then, have
several students share their three
concepts and explain in their own
words what it means. Finally, explain
that a historian is a person that
studies past events and processes.
Historians are also known as historical
investigators since they dedicate
themselves to seeking historical facts.
Ask:

2. Have students write down the words

Historians are investigators of
past events.

explanation about an event or an
idea that has yet to be proven.)

b. What kind of sources does a

historian use? (They must be
sources with authentic and verified
information.)

Historians make sure that their
sources are authentic.

Answers

History

The word history comes from the Greek language, and
it means “search or investigation”. Therefore, history
is research that covers the causes and effects of past
events. History is a social science that helps us better
understand who we are and where we come from,
among other things. The study of history also covers
social, economic, and cultural processes. It is also related
to other sciences such as archaeology, anthropology,
and geography, among others. History allows us to study
the relationships between humans and their environment.
It also helps us understand technological, scientific,
artistic, and social developments of the world’s cultures.

a. What is a hypothesis? (An

history, historian, and hypothesis. Once
they have written these down, have
them write a sentence with each
word. The sentences must explain or
mention characteristics regarding
each of these concepts and what
they learned about them today.

The Hypothesis

A hypothesis is an explanation of an event or fact that
is not yet proven. A hypothesis is confirmed, modified, or
rejected after reviewing research results. Historians make
sure that their sources are authentic. Then, historians
interpret and discuss their findings. This is why facts and
hypotheses vary from one historian to another.

historian)

1. a, c, d, e

Practice

2.

1. Mark with an X the concepts related to the work of a historian.
a.

events

c.

the past

e.

facts

a. False

b.

the future

d.

investigation

f.

nutrition

b. True
c. True

2. Write T if true or F , if false.
a.

Historians use their creativity and imagination to write about history.

b.

A hypothesis is an idea that one aims to prove through research.

The Historian

c.

Historians make sure their sources are reliable.

Historians study past social events and processes. To
research a historical event, historians must first determine
the topic they wish to investigate. Then, they select
relevant facts, events, and the people related to them.

d.

Hypotheses can be verified or rejected at the end of an investigation.

12
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Historical Research
Opening

Additional Information

1. Ask for a volunteer to share something with

2. Write investigate on the board. Have students

the class that they want to find out. Once the
student shares the idea, ask how they expect
to do this investigation. Foster a conversation
that students can be part of and give their
classmate suggestions on how they can
carry out the research. Once the class has
contributed, explain that every investigation
has a series of steps that are required.

Explain to students the importance of using
reliable and verified sources when doing
research. Point out that the first steps (choosing
sources and analyzing information) are
essential processes so that they may share
correct results. Explain that their discoveries
must be organized in such a way that they
can be shared and studied by other people
who wish to do so. Also, explain that they must
corroborate that when they communicate

identify the steps that must be carried out
in order to investigate something. Direct the
discussion so that students will analyze why
it is important for the research process to be
divided into steps.

and publish results, the results are based on
reliable sources and valid research. Stress that
nowadays; with the great accessibility that the
Internet provides, there are a plethora of facts
that are not necessarily valid or reliable. This
is why you must know their origins. Moreover,
explain that every investigation must follow the
steps that have been discussed in class. This
way, data will be verified.

Development

Closure

1. Assign the reading of the lesson.

Highlight the importance of following
the five steps that historians must
observe when doing an investigation.
Then explain why historians follow
these five steps.

1. Have students write a short text on the

1

the five steps with a sentence. Then,
choose three students to share their
descriptions of the steps. Foster a
respectful discussion.

2. Choose your
sources.

4. Sort the
data.

3. Analyze the
information.

5. Report your
results.

The five steps of
historical research

The Steps of Research

The aim of historical research is to reconstruct the past
and study the present of a society to better understand
its history. Research is the process via which we discover
or search for information on a particular topic. An
investigation is the method by which we find information
on a particular subject. Historians follow a method that
has five steps: establishing a topic, choosing sources,
analyzing information, sorting data, and reporting results.

3. Draw a chart on the board. On

the upper left corner of the table,
write Advantages. On the upper
right corner of the table, write
Disadvantages. Create a debate
wherein students identify the
advantages and disadvantages of
research when using the five steps
historians use in their research. Direct
discussion so that students may see
the importance of following the five
steps when carrying out historical
research.

1. Establish the topic

Many primary sources are stored
in archives.

five historical research steps. In order
to develop the text, students will use
the following guide questions:

Chapter 1: Learning about History

Historical Research
1. Establish the
topic.

2. Tell students to describe each of

3. Analyze the information
Analysis requires reading, understanding, and
comparing information from different sources. It also
involves identifying whether there are opposing views
between one or more sources, and if concepts are
explained clearly. Through the process of analysis, a
historian collects only what is useful. Only then can the
historian write down conclusions and results in their
own words.

14
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b. How is historical research carried
out?

c. Who does historical research?
d. What happens with an

4. Sort the data
To arrange or display data, you may use charts, graphs,
or written reports, among other possible sources.

investigation’s results?

Answers

5. Report your results
In this last step, the historian decides how to present
their research results.

1. c, b, a
2.

1. Read the sentences and match them to the concept that they best describe.

2. Choose your sources

Not all sources are suitable for use in research.
Sometimes a document contains only part of the
necessary information or only a single account of what
happened. Moreover, a single event can have several
accounts, and each person interviewed can have a
different perspective. That is why historians need to make
sure that they have several reliable sources to compare
the information gathered in order to draw conclusions.

a. What is research?

Libraries provide a space to find
information.

Practice

The first step is to select a topic and to establish it clearly.
Here you define what you wish to investigate. You need to
ask yourself the following: “Am I researching something of
substance through this topic?” “Will it be interesting or of
use to others?”

14

Its goal is to reconstruct or understand a
society’s past.

a. research

It is the order or process to be carried out
for research.

b. method

The process of searching for information
on a topic.

c. historical research

a. topic

b. sources

c. information
d. data

e. results

2. Read the prompts. Complete the research steps mentioned below.

©

a. Establish the

.

b. Choose your

.

c. Analyze the

.

d. Order the

.

e. Report your

.
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Additional Information: Includes additional content related to
the topic currently being discussed so that teachers may share
with students.
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Historical Sources
Opening

Curricular Connection

1. Encourage students to reflect upon what they

3. Have students think about an adventure

do when they want to know something. Ask
them how they obtain information when they
want to research something. Have volunteers
share their answers. Write a list on the board
with students’ answers.

2. Have students talk about what is written on the

Curricular Connection: Provides suggestions for activities that
promote the integration and coordination of Social Studies with
other subjects such as Spanish, English, Mathematics, Science,
Fine Arts, Health, and Physical Education, among others.

board. Have all volunteers who want to share
something do so. Then, tell students that the
correct way of knowing something is finding
proof. Explain that proof consists of events that
are evidence that something happened.

Write on the board the names of the other
subjects students take at your school: Spanish,
English, Science, and Math. Then, have students
raise their hands when you mention their
favorite subject. Organize them into groups
according to their preference. Tell students that
they will work in groups to create a presentation
wherein they will present the types of sources

they had and enjoyed. When students have
finished sharing their adventures, direct the
discussion so that students may comment
on their classmates’ adventures. Ask who has
evidence of this visit. Direct the discussion
toward the importance of being able to prove
the events via different sources that they will
learn more about soon.

they must use to prove this is their favorite
subject. Explain that each group must prepare
a presentation that shows (with evidence) why
they like this class and how it is related to social
studies. Allow each group enough time to
create and present their work to the class, thus
showing the sources they used.

Development

Closure

1. Read aloud the Kinds of Sources
paragraph. Ask:

a. What do historians need to know

11 Historical
Historical Sources
Sources

secondary
secondarysource
sourceisisthe
thereport
reportofofan
anevent
eventwritten
written
by
byaaperson
personwho
whodid
didnot
notwitness
witnessororparticipate
participateininit.it.

or proof that help us know how
people lived in the past and allow
us to rebuild the past.)

Generally,
Generally,ititisisthe
thework
workdone
doneby
byhistorians
historiansthemselves
themselves
who
whoinvestigate
investigatean
anevent.
event.These
Thesereports
reportscan
canbe
befound
found
ininarticles,
articles,magazines,
magazines,orornewspapers.
newspapers.Books
Bookswritten
writtenby
by
someone
someonewho
whoheard
heardororread
readstories
storiesabout
aboutan
anevent
eventand
and
objects
objectsthat
thatwere
weremade
madesome
sometime
timeafter
afterthe
theevent
eventcould
could
serve
serveas
assecondary
secondarysources.
sources.

c. Mention the ways that historical

sources can be classified. (Primary
and secondary sources)

2. Ask for a student volunteer to explain,

3. Have students complete the Practice

2. Write the following question on the
board:

Oral
Oralsource
source

a. What questions do you still have
about historical sources?

Have students point out whatever
doubts they have on the subject.
Clear these doubts up.

Practice
Practice

1.1. Match
Matcheach
eachsource
sourcetotoitsitsdescription.
description.

Physical
Physicalsource
source

I IAm
AmPart
Partof
ofHistory
History
Compare
Compareand
andInterpret
Interpret

Compare
Compareboth
bothkinds
kindsofof
sources
sources—primary
—primaryand
and
secondary.
secondary.Explain
Explainthe
the
similarities
similaritiesand
anddifferences
differences
between
betweenone
onetype
typeofof
source
sourceand
andthe
theother.
other.
Finally,
Finally,imagine
imaginethat
thatyou
you
will
willinvestigate
investigatethe
thebirth
birthofof
aarelative
relativeand
andput
puttogether
together
two
twolists
listsofofpossible
possiblesources
sources
for
foryour
yourresearch.
research.One
Onelist
list
should
shouldconsist
consistofofpotential
potential
primary
primarysources
sourcesand
andthe
the
other
othershould
shouldhave
havepotential
potential
secondary
secondarysources.
sources.

Written
Writtensource
source

Kinds
Kindsof
ofSources
Sources

To
Tofind
findout
outwhat
whatreally
reallyhappened
happenedininthe
thepast,
past,historians
historians
need
needtotofind
findevidence.
evidence.All
Alltraces
tracesofofinformation
informationand
and
evidence
evidencethat
thathelp
helpus
usunderstand
understandhow
howpeople
peoplelived
livedinin
aamoment
momentinintime
timeand
andhelp
helpreconstruct
reconstructthe
thepast
pastare
are
called
calledhistorical
historicalsources.
sources.AAsource
sourceisisaadocument
documentoror
testimony
testimonythat
thatprovides
providesinformation
informationabout
aboutthe
thepast.
past.
Historical
Historicalsources
sourcescan
canbe
bedivided
dividedinto
intooral,
oral,written,
written,
physical,
physical,and
andaudiovisual
audiovisualmaterial.
material.Sources
Sourcesare
aredivided
divided
into
intoprimary
primaryand
andsecondary
secondarysources.
sources.This
Thisisisdone
done
according
accordingtotothe
thepurpose
purposeaahistorian
historianassigns
assignstotoeach
each
source.
source.AAprimary
primarysource
sourceisisaatestimony
testimonyprovided
providedby
byaa
person
personwho
whoparticipated
participatedininan
anevent
eventatataagiven
giventime.
time.ItItisis
quite
quitepossible
possiblethat
thatthese
thesepeople
peoplehave
havewritten
writtenabout
abouttheir
their
experience
experienceininaaletter,
letter,journal,
journal,poem,
poem,song,
song,ororlegend.
legend.

16
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with the objects in the classroom.
Once students answer correctly by
mentioning the identified object, ask
them what type of source material it
is (primary or secondary, material, or
written).

paintings,
paintings,ororofficial
officialdocuments
documentsthat
thatprovide
provideinformation
information
about
aboutthe
thetime
timethey
theywere
weremade
madeininorortaken
takenfrom.
from.AA

b. What are historical sources? (Facts

in their own words, the difference
between primary and secondary
sources. Then, have students create
a table in their notebooks wherein
they describe and add examples of
primary and secondary sources.

1. Encourage students to play I Spy
Chapter
Chapter1:1:Learning
Learningabout
aboutHistory
History

Primary
Primarysources
sourcescould
couldalso
alsobe
bephotographs,
photographs,films,
films,

what happened in the past? (They
need to find proof.)

section on page 17. Then, discuss
them as a group.

1

ideas, concepts, and skills beyond memory.
The third level is that of Strategic Thinking; it
demonstrates knowledge based on complex
and abstract cognitive demand. The fourth
level is Extended Thinking. At this level,
knowledge is extended to broader contexts.To
achieve this it is necessary to expose students
to an efficient teaching-learning process in the
classroom.

The first level is Recall and Reproduction. At
this level, knowledge is demonstrated in the
same or almost equal way as the student
has learned it. The second level is Skills and
Concepts.This level demonstrates knowledge
that requires some basic mental reasoning of

Development

c. Who interprets the findings? (The

1

According to Dr. Norman Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge Levels, student learning can be
classified according to four levels of depth
of knowledge. Classifying learning by levels
involves considering what students are
capable of doing with the acquired knowledge
and how they transmit it.

free time? (Individual response)

d. Where were your parents and grandparents

3. Talk with students about their answers to these

SANTILLANA
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Stories
Storiesororaccounts
accountsininsongs,
songs,tales,
tales,
ororinterviews.
interviews.

a.a.physical
physicalsource
source

Documents
Documentssuch
suchas
asletters,
letters,
diaries,
diaries,calendars,
calendars,documents,
documents,
newspapers,
newspapers,magazines,
magazines,ororbooks.
books.

b.b.audiovisual
audiovisualsource
source

Objects
Objectssuch
suchas
asmonuments,
monuments,
buildings,
buildings,vessels,
vessels,coins,
coins,orordresses.
dresses.

c.c.oral
oralsource
source

Images
Imagesand
andsounds,
sounds,such
suchas
asmovies
movies

d.d.written
writtensource
source

Answers
1. c, d, a, b
2.
a. letter
b. books

ororvideos.
videos.

c. newspapers

2.2. Mention
Mentionan
anexample
examplefor
foreach
eachtype
typeofofsource.
source.
primarysource
source
a.a. primary

..

b.b. secondary
secondarysource
source

..

c.c. written
writtensource
source

..

physicalsource
source
d.d. physical

..
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Perception and the Study of History
Opening

Attention to Diversity

1. Have students look at the image on page 20

Reinforce

believe is happening to this person. Explain
that crying can be produced by sadness
or happiness, and that their responses
have been the result of the perception with
which they interpreted the image. Reflect
with students on the risks of not validating
information and arriving at conclusions based
solely on perception.

depicting a girl and a boy. Ask:

a. Where are the children? (In a library)

b. What surrounds the children in this picture?
(Books)

c. What do you think the children are looking
for? (Information)

prepare for several days. Let them bring books,
newspapers, audiovisual material, and any
other element that will help them make their
news story presentation successfully. Prepare
the classroom so that it looks like a newsroom.

Encourage students to select the historical
event that has impacted them the most. Exhort
them to write an original report about it.
Expand

Instruct students to search for five positive
events in Puerto Rico to present them as a
newscast. Divide students into pairs and explain
that each pair should make a presentation
on each particular event. Encourage them to

2. Show students a picture of a person that is

crying. Encourage students to discuss the
image. Have each student share what they

Development

Closure

1. Write perception on the board. Have

students discuss what they think or
know about this concept. Explain that
perception is an interpretation and
that television and social networks
influence it. Reflect on the importance
of not arriving to manipulated
conclusions.

1. Have students complete the Practice

1

Studying History

As history students, it is important that we use reliable
sources of information. Not everything we read or find
on the Internet is trustworthy. Use authored books and
official or academic sources to inform, corroborate,
and proofread your data. Although technology has

board. Then, have students classify
them as true or false.
communication media. (False)

2. Tell students to create a map
depicting the route from their house
to the school. Have them identify at
least one library or bookstore on their
route. If there is neither, have them
write three sentences explaining why
a library or bookstore are necessary
near your house or school. Students
will then share their work with the
group.

revolutionized the way we approach information, libraries
are still an ideal place for study and to find specialized

2. Write the following sentences on the

a. Perception is not influenced by

research.

Practice

It is important to double-check
the information we read.

We must use reliable sources
when studying history.

1. Answer:

b. Historical reality cannot be based

a. Which webpages do you access frequently? For which purposes?

on perception. (True)

c. For something to be a historical

reality, it must be confirmed with
facts. (True)

2. Fill in the table with information on three libraries close to your school, community, or
municipality.

d. You cannot use reliable sources of
information. (False)

e. Libraries are some of the best

Library Name
Not everything that you find
on the Internet is real or
truthful information.

places to look up information. (True)

Address

Hours

Perception
The concept of perception has to do with the
interpretation of images and information captured by
our senses. Perception is highly influenced by the media,
such as television and social networks. Historical reality
goes beyond the manipulation of information that is
portrayed by the media. That is why historical reality is
validated by reliable sources that confirm or clarify our
perception of events.

©
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Answers
1.

Attention to Diversity: Presents a reinforcement activity and an
extension activity related to the chapter. This section is created
so that the teacher adapts it to students according to their
learning pace.

a. Answers will vary

Specialized and authored books tend to be more reliable.

22

22

activities. Discuss their answers.
Correct them if the websites they use
are not reliable. Encourage them to
use reliable online sources.

Chapter 1: Learning about History

Perception and the Study
of History

b. Answers will vary

3. Choose a topic and search for information in the library and on the Internet. List
three reliable sources on the selected topic.

c. Answers will vary

Topic:
a.
b.
c.

©
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This symbol indicates digital resources that have been
included to enrich student experience.
©
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Chapter 1: Learning about History
Curricular Profile
Topics
4. Identity

2. Historical Research

5. Our Memory

3. Historical Sources

6. Perception and the Study of History

EJ
PR EM
O P
H LA
IB R
ID D
A E
SU M
U
VE E
S
N T
TA R
A

1. History and Methodology

Earth Science: The Perception of Time

Concepts
• history

• secondary source

• historian

• identity

• hypothesis

• historical memory

• investigation

• perception

• historical sources

• subjectivity

• primary source

Skills

• Classify

• Identify

• Define

• Describe

• Mention

• Investigate

Objectives

• Explain who a historian is and what he or she does.
• Describe how history is constructed.

• Identify what resources are used in historical research.

1a
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Puerto Rico Core Standards
• IC.5.1

• CC.5.7

• IC.5.2

EJ
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U
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S
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TA R
A

• CC.5.1

Notes for lesson planning
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Chapter 1: Learning about History
Opening
1. Have students mention an activity they did

3. Talk with students about how their stories

yesterday that they enjoyed doing. Once
everyone has mentioned an activity they
enjoyed, explain that this event is now part of
their history.

can impact others and/or how their stories
are affected by social events that happen
simultaneously. Encourage students to react
and talk about the impact of social events on
their actions and vice versa.

EJ
PR EM
O P
H LA
IB R
ID D
A E
SU M
U
VE E
S
N T
TA R
A

2. Explain that all of the events they mentioned

4. Have students reflect on the events that have

are part of their individual histories because
they happened in the past (yesterday). Tell
them that today’s actions are events that will
be added to their histories.

happened today (present) and how tomorrow
they will be part of their history.

Development

1. Choose one student and have them

react to the themes that will be
studied throughout this chapter. Have
students point out which one grabs
their attention.

2. Ask students what is the importance of
being able to know what happened in
the past. Encourage them to develop
conversation on how the present can
be affected by what has happened in
the past.

3. Ask and discuss the following
questions:

a. How can you know your past?
(Through history.)

b. How can you let others know your

1

Learning about
History

Why do we study history? Imagine waking up one day
with no memories of your life —everything you knew about
your life is gone. You would not be able to answer certain
questions, such as: What’s my name?, What do I like to
do?, Who are my family? or Who are my ancestors? You
would lack a past, or rather, you would lack a history.

history? (By publishing it.)

c. Why is history important to you?
(It helps us know the past and
understand the present.)

Review

1. What is history?

2. What do I know about my past?

3. What role does memory play in our lives and those of others?

Think About It
1. Who are historians? What do they do?
2. How is history recorded?
3. Which resources are used in historical research?

10

10
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Team Teaching
Finally, in the third paragraph students must
write about how they expect their story to
develop. The paragraph’s narration can be
done based on future plans they already have
or events they would like to carry out so they
can be part of their history.

EJ
PR EM
O P
H LA
IB R
ID D
A E
SU M
U
VE E
S
N T
TA R
A

Develop the following activity with the English
teacher. Students will write a free topic essay
on their history. In the first paragraph, students
have to write about who they are, where they
come from, where they live, and what they like
to do. In the second paragraph, students must
write about the events that have affected their
lives the most and their relationship with their
social environment. These can be events that
have happened in their community, family,
school, sports events, or any other environment
that they are part of.

When students finish their essays, they will be
corrected based on writing and grammar rules
that have been studied in the English class.

Closure

1. Show students an old family photo.
Provide information about the birth
date and other significant details
of the family members shown in the
picture. Ask:

a. When do you think the photo was
taken? What year?

b. What do you thinks has happened

to the people and objects over the
years?

c. Why do they change?

2. Explain to students that past events
that have affected them shape their
history, just like everyday events in
society shape our country’s history.
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History and Methodology
Opening
1. Write the word history on the board.

c. What activities do you enjoy doing in your

Encourage students to share what they
understand about this concept. Allow enough
time for several students to share their
opinions. Then explain to students that each
human being is unique, has a unique story,
and that this story is created with the events
and actions that we carry out.

free time? (Individual response)

d. Where were your parents and grandparents
born? (Individual response)

3. Talk with students about their answers to these
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questions. Have them identify possible reasons
as to why they were born in this country, and
not in another one. Ask them for possible
reasons for their choices in favorite foods and
their parents’ and grandparents’ origins. Allow
students enough time to react and share their
ideas.

2. Have students answer the following questions
in their notebooks:

a. In what country where you born in?
(Individual response)

b. What is your favorite food? (Individual

4. Encourage students to share how their

response)

ancestors’ stories have shaped their stories.

Development

1. Foster a respectful discussion between
students by asking: How does history
help us understand who we are?

1

History and Methodology

2. Write historian on the board. Have

students write it down in their
notebooks and have them add three
concepts that they believe are related
with the word historian. Then, have
several students share their three
concepts and explain in their own
words what it means. Finally, explain
that a historian is a person that
studies past events and processes.
Historians are also known as historical
investigators since they dedicate
themselves to seeking historical facts.
Ask:

Historians are investigators of
past events.

History

The word history comes from the Greek language, and
it means “search or investigation”. Therefore, history
is research that covers the causes and effects of past
events. History is a social science that helps us better
understand who we are and where we come from,
among other things. The study of history also covers
social, economic, and cultural processes. It is also related
to other sciences such as archaeology, anthropology,
and geography, among others. History allows us to study
the relationships between humans and their environment.
It also helps us understand technological, scientific,
artistic, and social developments of the world’s cultures.

a. What is a hypothesis? (An

explanation about an event or an
idea that has yet to be proven.)

b. What kind of sources does a

historian use? (They must be
sources with authentic and verified
information.)

The Historian

c. Who interprets the findings? (The
historian)

Historians study past social events and processes. To
research a historical event, historians must first determine
the topic they wish to investigate. Then, they select
relevant facts, events, and the people related to them.

12
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Professional Development
ideas, concepts, and skills beyond memory.
The third level is that of Strategic Thinking; it
demonstrates knowledge based on complex
and abstract cognitive demand. The fourth
level is Extended Thinking. At this level,
knowledge is extended to broader contexts.To
achieve this it is necessary to expose students
to an efficient teaching-learning process in the
classroom.
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According to Dr. Norman Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge Levels, student learning can be
classified according to four levels of depth
of knowledge. Classifying learning by levels
involves considering what students are
capable of doing with the acquired knowledge
and how they transmit it.
The first level is Recall and Reproduction. At
this level, knowledge is demonstrated in the
same or almost equal way as the student
has learned it. The second level is Skills and
Concepts.This level demonstrates knowledge
that requires some basic mental reasoning of

Closure
1. Ask:

a. What does history helps us learn?

Chapter 1: Learning about History

b. Why is it important to study history?

To begin their research, historians seek the greatest
possible amount of data. For example, historians first get

2. Have students write down the words

a hold of primary and secondary sources, such as books,
newspaper articles, photos, and testimonies, as well as

history, historian, and hypothesis. Once
they have written these down, have
them write a sentence with each
word. The sentences must explain or
mention characteristics regarding
each of these concepts and what
they learned about them today.

other sources. Then, historians arrange and link all of the
gathered data to formulate their hypothesis.

The Hypothesis

A hypothesis is an explanation of an event or fact that
is not yet proven. A hypothesis is confirmed, modified, or

rejected after reviewing research results. Historians make
sure that their sources are authentic. Then, historians

Historians make sure that their
sources are authentic.

interpret and discuss their findings. This is why facts and
hypotheses vary from one historian to another.

Answers

1. a, c, d, e

Practice

2.

1. Mark with an X the concepts related to the work of a historian.
a.

events

c.

the past

e.

facts

a. False

b.

the future

d.

investigation

f.

nutrition

b. True
c. True

2. Write T if true or F , if false.
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a.

Historians use their creativity and imagination to write about history.

b.

A hypothesis is an idea that one aims to prove through research.

c.

Historians make sure their sources are reliable.

d.

Hypotheses can be verified or rejected at the end of an investigation.
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Historical Research
Opening
1. Ask for a volunteer to share something with

2. Write investigate on the board. Have students
identify the steps that must be carried out
in order to investigate something. Direct the
discussion so that students will analyze why
it is important for the research process to be
divided into steps.
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the class that they want to find out. Once the
student shares the idea, ask how they expect
to do this investigation. Foster a conversation
that students can be part of and give their
classmate suggestions on how they can
carry out the research. Once the class has
contributed, explain that every investigation
has a series of steps that are required.

Development

1. Assign the reading of the lesson.

Highlight the importance of following
the five steps that historians must
observe when doing an investigation.
Then explain why historians follow
these five steps.

2. Tell students to describe each of

the five steps with a sentence. Then,
choose three students to share their
descriptions of the steps. Foster a
respectful discussion.

1

Historical Research
1. Establish the
topic.

2. Choose your
sources.

4. Sort the
data.

5. Report your
results.

The five steps of
historical research

The Steps of Research

The aim of historical research is to reconstruct the past
and study the present of a society to better understand

3. Draw a chart on the board. On

the upper left corner of the table,
write Advantages. On the upper
right corner of the table, write
Disadvantages. Create a debate
wherein students identify the
advantages and disadvantages of
research when using the five steps
historians use in their research. Direct
discussion so that students may see
the importance of following the five
steps when carrying out historical
research.

3. Analyze the
information.

its history. Research is the process via which we discover
or search for information on a particular topic. An
investigation is the method by which we find information
on a particular subject. Historians follow a method that
has five steps: establishing a topic, choosing sources,
analyzing information, sorting data, and reporting results.
1. Establish the topic

Many primary sources are stored
in archives.

The first step is to select a topic and to establish it clearly.
Here you define what you wish to investigate. You need to
ask yourself the following: “Am I researching something of
substance through this topic?” “Will it be interesting or of
use to others?”
2. Choose your sources

Not all sources are suitable for use in research.
Sometimes a document contains only part of the
necessary information or only a single account of what
happened. Moreover, a single event can have several
accounts, and each person interviewed can have a
different perspective. That is why historians need to make
sure that they have several reliable sources to compare
the information gathered in order to draw conclusions.

14
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Additional Information
and publish results, the results are based on
reliable sources and valid research. Stress that
nowadays; with the great accessibility that the
Internet provides, there are a plethora of facts
that are not necessarily valid or reliable. This
is why you must know their origins. Moreover,
explain that every investigation must follow the
steps that have been discussed in class. This
way, data will be verified.
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Explain to students the importance of using
reliable and verified sources when doing
research. Point out that the first steps (choosing
sources and analyzing information) are
essential processes so that they may share
correct results. Explain that their discoveries
must be organized in such a way that they
can be shared and studied by other people
who wish to do so. Also, explain that they must
corroborate that when they communicate

Closure

1. Have students write a short text on the
five historical research steps. In order
to develop the text, students will use
the following guide questions:

Chapter 1: Learning about History

3. Analyze the information
Analysis requires reading, understanding, and

a. What is research?

comparing information from different sources. It also
involves identifying whether there are opposing views

b. How is historical research carried

between one or more sources, and if concepts are
explained clearly. Through the process of analysis, a

historian collects only what is useful. Only then can the
historian write down conclusions and results in their
own words.

out?

Libraries provide a space to find
information.

c. Who does historical research?
d. What happens with an

4. Sort the data

investigation’s results?

To arrange or display data, you may use charts, graphs,
or written reports, among other possible sources.

Answers

5. Report your results
In this last step, the historian decides how to present
their research results.

1. c, b, a

Practice

2.

1. Read the sentences and match them to the concept that they best describe.
Its goal is to reconstruct or understand a
society’s past.

a. research

It is the order or process to be carried out
for research.

b. method

The process of searching for information
on a topic.

c. historical research

a. topic

b. sources

c. information
d. data

e. results

2. Read the prompts. Complete the research steps mentioned below.
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b. Choose your
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c. Analyze the
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d. Order the
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e. Report your

.
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Historical Sources
Opening
1. Encourage students to reflect upon what they

3. Have students think about an adventure
they had and enjoyed. When students have
finished sharing their adventures, direct the
discussion so that students may comment
on their classmates’ adventures. Ask who has
evidence of this visit. Direct the discussion
toward the importance of being able to prove
the events via different sources that they will
learn more about soon.
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do when they want to know something. Ask
them how they obtain information when they
want to research something. Have volunteers
share their answers. Write a list on the board
with students’ answers.

2. Have students talk about what is written on the
board. Have all volunteers who want to share
something do so. Then, tell students that the
correct way of knowing something is finding
proof. Explain that proof consists of events that
are evidence that something happened.

Development

1. Read aloud the Kinds of Sources
paragraph. Ask:

a. What do historians need to know

1

Historical Sources

what happened in the past? (They
need to find proof.)

b. What are historical sources? (Facts
or proof that help us know how
people lived in the past and allow
us to rebuild the past.)

c. Mention the ways that historical

sources can be classified. (Primary
and secondary sources)

2. Ask for a student volunteer to explain,
in their own words, the difference
between primary and secondary
sources. Then, have students create
a table in their notebooks wherein
they describe and add examples of
primary and secondary sources.

3. Have students complete the Practice
section on page 17. Then, discuss
them as a group.

Physical source

I Am Part of History
Compare and Interpret

Compare both kinds of
sources —primary and
secondary. Explain the
similarities and differences
between one type of
source and the other.
Finally, imagine that you
will investigate the birth of
a relative and put together
two lists of possible sources
for your research. One list
should consist of potential
primary sources and the
other should have potential
secondary sources.

Written source

Kinds of Sources

To find out what really happened in the past, historians
need to find evidence. All traces of information and
evidence that help us understand how people lived in
a moment in time and help reconstruct the past are
called historical sources. A source is a document or
testimony that provides information about the past.
Historical sources can be divided into oral, written,
physical, and audiovisual material. Sources are divided
into primary and secondary sources. This is done
according to the purpose a historian assigns to each
source. A primary source is a testimony provided by a
person who participated in an event at a given time. It is
quite possible that these people have written about their
experience in a letter, journal, poem, song, or legend.
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Curricular Connection
they must use to prove this is their favorite
subject. Explain that each group must prepare
a presentation that shows (with evidence) why
they like this class and how it is related to social
studies. Allow each group enough time to
create and present their work to the class, thus
showing the sources they used.
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Write on the board the names of the other
subjects students take at your school: Spanish,
English, Science, and Math. Then, have students
raise their hands when you mention their
favorite subject. Organize them into groups
according to their preference. Tell students that
they will work in groups to create a presentation
wherein they will present the types of sources

Closure

1. Encourage students to play I Spy
with the objects in the classroom.
Once students answer correctly by
mentioning the identified object, ask
them what type of source material it
is (primary or secondary, material, or
written).

Chapter 1: Learning about History

Primary sources could also be photographs, films,
paintings, or official documents that provide information
about the time they were made in or taken from. A
secondary source is the report of an event written

by a person who did not witness or participate in it.
Generally, it is the work done by historians themselves

who investigate an event. These reports can be found
in articles, magazines, or newspapers. Books written by
someone who heard or read stories about an event and

2. Write the following question on the
board:

Oral source

objects that were made some time after the event could

a. What questions do you still have

serve as secondary sources.

about historical sources?

Have students point out whatever
doubts they have on the subject.
Clear these doubts up.

Practice

1. Match each source to its description.

Stories or accounts in songs, tales,
or interviews.

a. physical source

Documents such as letters,
diaries, calendars, documents,
newspapers, magazines, or books.

b. audiovisual source

Objects such as monuments,
buildings, vessels, coins, or dresses.

c. oral source

Images and sounds, such as movies
or videos.

d. written source

Answers

1. c, d, a, b
2.

a. letter

b. books

c. newspapers

2. Mention an example for each type of source.
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b. secondary source

.

c. written source

.

d. physical source

.
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Identity
Opening
c. What activities do you enjoy doing in your

1. Write identity on the board. Encourage

free time?

3. Discuss the answers with students. Have them
identify the reasons why they have a particular
language, favorite foods, and activities. Let
students react and share their reactions. Foster
a respectful conversation and lead students to
reflect upon how their past has contributed to
creating their own identity.
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students to share their thoughts when they
hear or read the word. Allow enough time for
several students to share their responses. Then
explain to students that each person is unique
and has an identity. This identity is created with
the events from our pasts.

2. Have students answer the following questions
in their notebooks:

4. Encourage students to talk about how their

a. What language do you speak?

ancestors’ decisions have affected their
identities.

b. What is your favorite food?

Development

1. Have students study the images on

page 18. Encourage the group to
talk about what they see in these
images. Foster a respectful discussion
on students’ answers. Tell students
that these images are a chronology
of Puerto Rico’s political history. Point
out the importance of being able to
recognize our country’s identity and
culture through its history.

1

Identity

2. Emphasize the importance of being
able to recognize the identity and
culture of our country throughout
history.

3. Encourage a respectful conversation

based on this question: How do
ancestors impact a person’s identity?

4. Read aloud the Citizens of the World
section. Ask:

a. How do we learn about the many
different cultures that exist?

b. What do we gain from knowing
about cultural diversity?

Brief chronology of Puerto Rico’s
political history.

Citizens of the World
Many different cultures
inhabit the world. We
learn about these cultures
through the study of
history. Knowing about
cultural diversity lets us
understand their practices
and customs. It also helps
us recognize that cultural
diversity is a product of
the influence of past
civilizations and cultures.

c. How is cultural diversity created?

Our History

History is a discipline dedicated to reconstructing and
interpreting past events so we can better understand the
present. These past events range from great triumphs
to wars, from social problems to epidemics. When we
are aware of and learn from the experiences of our
ancestors, we can help improve our current society and
find solutions to various problems.
One way to approach our history as a country is through
what our families can tell us. From them, we can learn
traditions, customs, and important events. Maybe your
parents or grandparents have not always lived in the
same place. You can find out by asking them about
any moves or job changes they may have experienced.
Everything that your family has lived through shapes your
current reality.
People can define their identity based on what they know
from their past. Discovering the origin of preferences in
food and fashion, entertainment, and systems of social

18
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Additional Information
This cultural identity is established through
customs and traditions such as: language,
beliefs, music, traditional food, dress, values,
and behavior, among others.
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Cultural identity is the set of values, traditions,
symbols, beliefs, and kinds of behavior that
function as an element of cohesion within a
social group and act as a way for individuals to
substantiate their sense of belonging.

Closure

1. Encourage students to mention and
talk about their three favorite foods.
Have them share their preferences
with their classmates. Talk with them
and find out if they know the origin
of the products that make up these
foods or dishes. Reflect on our
ancestors’ agricultural impact and
how it is reflected in our traditional
dishes.

Chapter 1: Learning about History

organization and politics reveal important aspects
of a country’s history. For example, knowledge of the

Taíno’s spiritual life, their relationship to nature, and our
vocabulary of Taíno origin helps create a much broader
and fuller view of Puerto Rican identity. In the same way,
knowing words of African origin or the history of dances,
such as bomba, brings us closer to our African roots.

Likewise, being aware that Spaniards developed the
cultivation of native and foreign fruits after the conquest
and colonization of Borikén explains why many of our

2. Talk with students about how we

dishes are prepared with cassava, corn, pineapple,

peppers, plantains, rice, and sugar, among other food
sources. It also lets us understand aspects of our customs
and the current agricultural industry of the island.

The arrival of Americans to the Island brought many
cultural changes, a new language, and technology that
transformed our national identity. All events that are part
of our historical past give way to whom we are today.
Therefore, we maintain our identity as a people if we keep
our history alive.

maintain our identity throughout
history. Foster respectful discussion on
the matter.

Our identity is the product of a
mixture of cultures.

Answers
1.

a. Individual response
b. Individual response

Practice

1. Identify certain aspects or features about your family. Answer:

a. Which facial and body features are often associated with members of your
family? Explain.

b. Which customs or traditions does your family practice?
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Our Memory
Opening
1. Have students talk about what they did the

favorite food as well. Repeat this pattern until
all students have participated. Once you finish
this exercise, ask students if they forgot any
of their classmates’ information. Encourage
students to react to the exercise.

first Saturday of last month. Observe students’
reactions. Have those who remember what
they did share their experiences with the
group. Allow enough time for several students
(who do not remember what they did) to talk
about the subject.
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3. Talk with students about events from their
childhood that they remember, if any. They
can also mention an event or experience from
their past that they remember well still. Listen
to students’ responses. Then discuss how these
events are saved in their memories.

2. Encourage students to do a memory exercise
with their names and favorite foods. When
the first student mentions their name and
favorite food, the second student will have to
mention their name and favorite food, and
then mention the first student’s name and

Development

1. Read the theme aloud, Historical

Memory. Encourage students to talk
about what they think when they see
or hear this concept. Ask:

1

Our Memory

a. What is historical memory? (Events
that are a part of your life.)

b. Which events are celebrated that

help you keep these memories?
(Birthdays and anniversaries help
you create memories.)

c. How are our ancestors’ experiences
valued? (They are valued when
we remember the most important
events in our history.)

2. Encourage students to react to this

Memories are stored throughout our lives.

Historical Memory

prompt:

The events that make up your life are also part of your
family’s historical memory. Your family’s memory is in turn
linked to the history of other families, and others added
to those make up our local historical memory, and our
national history as well. Since ancient times, mankind has
always felt the need to know about its past.

• Photographs bring back memories.
Why?

a. Allow students enough time to

share their answers. Clear up any
doubts. Discuss with the class how
photographs preserve moments
that will never happen again. This is
because once the picture is taken;
the event is part of the past.

We recall our personal history by momentous occasions,
such as our birthdays or anniversaries, that is why we
celebrate important family events. Groups of people and
countries also have celebrations like these. Certain dates,
for example, commemorate the births of distinguished
figures. Other dates celebrate meetings between
cultures, revolutions, scientific advances, and social
reforms.
As we remember the most important events from
our history, we learn to value the experiences of our

20
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Additional Information
it is important to learn to value the customs we
have inherited from our grandparents, parents,
uncles, and other relatives. It is important to
appreciate the life experiences that we have
because eventually they will become beautiful
memories. Spending time at events with loved
ones is an investment that strengthens bonds
and love by creating new experiences that are
treasured in memories.
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Memories are events stored in our memory
and are saved on a day-by-day basis. They
can also be of important events that occur in
family life or celebrations that are traditionally
made and repeated over time. These events
can be moments in which you spend time
with others and are always celebrated in
the same way or can evolve depending on
the circumstances and the passage of time.
Almost always, when we share activities we
are creating historical memory of our personal,
family, or community life. Our ancestors
originated most of these celebrations and they
are now customs we have inherited. That is why

• Encourage several students to share with the
rest of the group what they do to treasure
memories.

Closure

1. Have students make a list of important
events that their families celebrate.
Encourage them to share these
events. Have them think about
how these events have changed
throughout the years. Foster a
respectful conversation on the events
they have enjoyed and remember the
most.

Chapter 1: Learning about History

ancestors. Therefore, we take part in building our society
and solving its problems. Historical research lets us reflect

upon the social differences that still exist in our world. If we
understand that many of our customs are rooted in what
our forebearers lived through and created, we can better
appreciate the cultural richness that we have inherited
from them.

2. Give each student a blank sheet of

Photos bring back memories.

Practice

paper. Then, have students answer the
following question: What is the most
important thing you learned today?
Discuss the answers.

1. Describe an important event that has taken place in your family. Include its date.

3. Encourage students to prepare a

poster board with a drawing that
shows the event they will most like
to celebrate. Explain that, along
with the drawing, they must write a
sentence describing the event and
the memories they have of how this
event has been celebrated through
the years. Exhibit students’ work in the
classroom.

2. Find information about three holidays traditionally celebrated in Puerto Rico.
Holiday

Date

Brief Description

3. Look for a recent news article that you consider will be part of Puerto Rico’s historical
memory. Paste it in the space provided below.

Answers
1.

a. Individual response
b. Individual response
©
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c. Individual response
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Perception and the Study of History
Opening
1. Have students look at the image on page 20

believe is happening to this person. Explain
that crying can be produced by sadness
or happiness, and that their responses
have been the result of the perception with
which they interpreted the image. Reflect
with students on the risks of not validating
information and arriving at conclusions based
solely on perception.

depicting a girl and a boy. Ask:

a. Where are the children? (In a library)
b. What surrounds the children in this picture?
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(Books)

c. What do you think the children are looking
for? (Information)

2. Show students a picture of a person that is

crying. Encourage students to discuss the
image. Have each student share what they

Development

1. Write perception on the board. Have

students discuss what they think or
know about this concept. Explain that
perception is an interpretation and
that television and social networks
influence it. Reflect on the importance
of not arriving to manipulated
conclusions.

1

Perception and the Study
of History

2. Write the following sentences on the
board. Then, have students classify
them as true or false.

a. Perception is not influenced by

communication media. (False)

It is important to double-check
the information we read.

b. Historical reality cannot be based
on perception. (True)

c. For something to be a historical

reality, it must be confirmed with
facts. (True)

d. You cannot use reliable sources of
information. (False)

e. Libraries are some of the best

Not everything that you find
on the Internet is real or
truthful information.

places to look up information. (True)

Specialized and authored books tend to be more reliable.

Perception

The concept of perception has to do with the
interpretation of images and information captured by
our senses. Perception is highly influenced by the media,
such as television and social networks. Historical reality
goes beyond the manipulation of information that is
portrayed by the media. That is why historical reality is
validated by reliable sources that confirm or clarify our
perception of events.

22
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Attention to Diversity
Reinforce

prepare for several days. Let them bring books,
newspapers, audiovisual material, and any
other element that will help them make their
news story presentation successfully. Prepare
the classroom so that it looks like a newsroom.

Encourage students to select the historical
event that has impacted them the most. Exhort
them to write an original report about it.
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Expand
Instruct students to search for five positive
events in Puerto Rico to present them as a
newscast. Divide students into pairs and explain
that each pair should make a presentation
on each particular event. Encourage them to

Closure

1. Have students complete the Practice
activities. Discuss their answers.
Correct them if the websites they use
are not reliable. Encourage them to
use reliable online sources.

Chapter 1: Learning about History

Studying History

As history students, it is important that we use reliable
sources of information. Not everything we read or find

2. Tell students to create a map

on the Internet is trustworthy. Use authored books and
official or academic sources to inform, corroborate,

depicting the route from their house
to the school. Have them identify at
least one library or bookstore on their
route. If there is neither, have them
write three sentences explaining why
a library or bookstore are necessary
near your house or school. Students
will then share their work with the
group.

and proofread your data. Although technology has
revolutionized the way we approach information, libraries
are still an ideal place for study and to find specialized
research.

Practice

We must use reliable sources
when studying history.

1. Answer:

a. Which webpages do you access frequently? For which purposes?

2. Fill in the table with information on three libraries close to your school, community, or
municipality.
Library Name

Address

Hours

Answers
1.

a. Answers will vary
b. Answers will vary

3. Choose a topic and search for information in the library and on the Internet. List
three reliable sources on the selected topic.

c. Answers will vary

Topic:
a.
b.
c.
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Earth Science
Opening
1. Ask the class:

doesn’t matter that one uses sand and the
other is a mechanical or digital clock. They
both do the same thing: tell time. Explain
that the purpose of a clock is to measure the
passing of time so we know where we are in
time and space.

a. What day is it today?
b. What time is it?
c. What year is it?
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3. Have students say their age aloud. Write on

Encourage students to discuss the
importance of knowing the answers to those
three questions.

the board the ages that are mentioned to
determine how many years have passed.
Discuss that as these years have passed,
many changes have occurred. Foster a
conversation that mentions events that have
changed from the time that students were
born to present day.

2. Take an hourglass to class. Have students look

at it closely and react to it. Then show students
a wall clock. Have a volunteer explain the
importance of both devices. Finally, explain
to the class that both devices are clocks; it

Development
1. Ask:

a. Why are events organized during

a specific time frame? (So we can
locate events in a certain moment,
understand their development, and
know their duration.)

1

Earth Science

b. What is subjectivity? (The process

that we use to understand the world
from each of our perspectives.)

c. Why does time seem to go slowly on
occasion? (Doing a boring activity
can cause this.)

d. Why does time seem to go quickly

The Perception of Time

on occasion? (Doing an exciting
activity can cause this.)

Have you ever wondered why we measure time?
Organizing events in a given time period allows us to
locate the events in time, to understand their reasons
for being and to know how long they went on for. Time
is subjective. Subjectivity is the process that we use
to understand the world from our perspective. Our
experiences influence how we see and perceive the
world.

2. Encourage students to identify the

activities that make them perceive
time as going slowly and other
activities that make them perceive
time as if it was going fast. Foster
a respectful discussion about the
perception of time in regards to the
activities they mention.

We all have an internal clock that makes us measure
time differently, depending on the circumstances. If we
do an activity that we like, it seems that time passes by
faster. Conversely, when we are doing an activity that is
boring or is tedious, time seems to pass slowly. A visit to
the dentist, for example, might seem very long, but a trip
to your favorite country may appear to be very brief.
The way we perceive time is related to two groups of cells
in the brain. One works like a clock: it takes care of our
reference to the present. The other uses the past to help
us make sense of and assess current situations.
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Closure
1. Have students work on the Let’s Do It! section

3. Do the one-minute technique and have

activity. Discuss the answers as a group and
clear up any doubts that students may have.

students answer the following questions:

a. What was the most important thing you
learned today?

2. Have students write down in their notebooks
how they would like to distribute the day’s
24 hours according to their interests. Discuss
students’ answers and comment on the
moments they wished time went by slowly.
Reflect on the importance of the proper use of
time since it is something that does not come
back or repeat itself.
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b. What questions do you still have?

Answers
1.

a. Measuring time helps us place

Chapter 1: Learning about History

events in a certain time frame,
understand their development, and
know how long they lasted.

Let’s Do It!

b. Our way of measuring time

1. Answer the following questions:

influences the way we see the
world, based on our experiences.

a. Why do we need to measure time?

c. Sometimes we feel that time passes
slowly because we are bored.
Other times, time passes by quickly
because we are doing an activity
that we like.

b. How does the way we measure time influence the way we see the world?

c. Why do we sometimes feel that time passes very slowly or too quickly?

2. a, b.
3.

2. Mark with an X the ways in which we can use time effectively.
a.

Organize objects in our rooms to make them easier to find.

b.

Make travel plans for the places we wish to visit.

c.

Do our homework while watching television.

d.

Wake up late and wait for our parents to tell us what to do.

a. Individual response
b. Individual response

3. Finish the sentences.

a. Time passes quickly when...

b. Time passes slowly when...
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Checking Understanding
1. Match the definitions to the correct concepts.
An untested explanation for an event or an idea.

a. history

f

An order of events.

b. hypothesis

a

Field of study dedicated to reconstructing and
interpreting past events.

c. historical source

e

Collection of lifestyles and customs of a people.

d. identity

c

Any sort of material that helps us understand the past.

e. culture

d

Collection of traits in an individual or a group of people
that characterize them to others.

f. chronology
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b

2. Investigate events related to your school: its establishment, expansion,
accreditations, etc. Put together a chronology including five of these events.

a.

Answers may vary

b.
c.

d.
e.
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Assessment
3. Complete each sentence according to what you studied about historical sources.
a. Letters, newspaper articles and sales receipts are…
written source
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b. An interview recording is considered a…
oral source

c. The ruins of a temple with its decorations and artifacts are…
material source

4. Look for information on history’s auxiliary sciences. Choose three, write down their
Answers may vary
names, and explain their functions.
a.

:

b.

:

c.

:

5. Read the following information. Underline the content according to the color key.
Historian

Hypothesis

History’s Protagonists

A few years ago, over a hundred men and women known as the Ayoreo left their village in the
jungles of Paraguay. According to the newspapers, they settled in San Antonio, a village west of
Asunción. A renowned professor of Paraguayan history, Taranco Javier Gómez, maintains that
the indigenous people moved to the farming village of San Antonio in search of food and better
opportunities. Taranco Gómez interviewed the Ayoreo people several months later.

¿Que aprendí?
I Understand
1. Why is it important for us to learn about our history?
2. What is the connection between history and identity?
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